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Zscaler Advanced SSPM for SaaS Security 

Control SaaS data  

Find and secure sensitive  

data headed to, and within,  

SaaS apps and enforce granular 

protection policies. 

Identify risky misconfigurations  

Secure your sensitive data from open gaps and risk 

integrations that can lead to data loss or breaches. 

Retire risky or dormant integrations  

Reduce your attack surface by vetting all SaaS platform 

integrations and revoking risky connections. 

Enforce zero trust access  

Ensure least-privileged SaaS access and revoke over-

privileged identities and permissions. 

Maintain posture and compliance 

Continuously monitor SaaS security to ensure regulatory 

compliance is maintained across the organization. 

Harden cloud posture  

Continuously monitor SaaS 

dangerous misconfigurations and 

risky configuration drift. 

Respond to identity risks  

Leverage zero trust to enforce 

least-privileged access and revoke 

excessive and risky privileges. 

Govern app integrations  

Leverage in-depth SaaS shadow IT 

to discover and audit risky third-

party integrations or add-ons. 

Zscaler Advanced SSPM Benefits

Top Use Cases

Zscaler Advanced SSPM for SaaS SecuritySaaS platforms are business-critical for most organizations and store the majority of 

sensitive data. However, IT teams often lack visibility and control over the security of 

these SaaS apps. Additionally, many of the largest data breaches are caused by cloud 

misconfigurations or dangerous integrations that expose SaaS data and organizations to 

excessive risk.

With Zscaler Advanced SSPM, companies get a comprehensive and unified solution to 

deliver complete security across SaaS apps and platforms. From data visibility to posture 

and governance, Zscaler helps to quickly identify SaaS risks and prevent threats from 

compromising data and the organization.
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Zscaler (NASDAQ: ZS) accelerates digital transformation so that customers can be more agile, efficient, resilient, and secure.  
The Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange protects thousands of customers from cyberattacks and data loss by securely connecting users,  
devices, and applications in any location. Distributed across more than 150 data centers globally, the SSE-based Zero Trust  
Exchange is the world’s largest inline cloud security platform. Learn more at zscaler.com or follow us on Twitter @zscaler.
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Zscaler Advanced SSPM: Powerful visibility to take control of your SaaS Security

Quickly identify dangerous third-party 

integrations or add-ons

See Data Protection at a Glance to learn more detailed information about Zscaler Data Protection, including complete bundling options.

Govern and audit SaaS Security across activities, 

permissions, and configurations
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